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KATUZI ONO
from LJ, LK, LP, and LQ by SEPARABILITY LEMMA. THEOREM 
SEPARABILITY LEMMA holds for none of LM and LN.
Proof. I will prove this theorem by giving the following counter example :
is surely provable in LM as well as in LN. On the other hand, none of
-(A-+A)-*A and B-^-^B
is provable in any of one these logics, although these two propositions have no primitive notions in common. THEOREM 
SEPARABILITY LEMMA holds for any one of LJ, LK, LP, and LQ.
Proof Let L be any one of the logics LJ, LK, LP, and LQ formulated in Gentzen's manner, and let 911 ΛS 3 -*9I 2 V5B2 be any proposition provable in L where %-*% and Si->3B 2 have no primitive notions in common. Then, the sequent 9ίi, 33i|-9I 2 V% 5) must be provable in L. Accordingly, by the cutelimination theorem, we can assume that the same sequent can be proved by a proof IT in L by making use of no cuts. Consequently, % l9 ©il-?I 2 Vί82 must be an α-sequent or a ό-sequent. Now, let-9li, 33i!-%V©2 be an α-sequent.
Then, 9ίi|-9I 2 V$ 2 must be provable by a proof TT a by making use of no cuts. Any proposition occurring in Ή a must be either the proposition %\ί)Q2 or a sub-formula of %ι or ?ί 2 . Now, the proof figure obtained on replacing every proposition 3l 2 V % occurring in TTa by % is proved to be reducible to a right proof figure of ?I 3 |-5ί 2 in L.
Hence, 9ϊi->?ί 2 must be provable in L.
We can show similarly that Si-^332 is provable in L in the case where Namely, in LK, the proposition 3ίi Λ33i-*3l 2 VS3 2 is equivalent to
If we assume that this proposition is provable in LK for propositions %i-*% and 58i -> 33 2 having no primitive notions in common, then either -* --(2li -*? ( 2 ) i.e. 9ίi-*9ί 2 or Si-»23 2 must be provable according to Craig's interpolation theorem. 
